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Abstract
We use a sample of 53 elliptical galaxies which are lensing background emission-line
galaxies and have been observed by the SLACS collaboration using HST and SDSS to
place constraints on the post-Newtonian parameter 7 and the cosmological parameter
A.- We find y = 1.00 ± 0.04 on kiloparsec scales, consistent with the predictions
of general relativity. Assuming a flat universe, we constrain QA = 0.72 ± 0.15, in
agreement with results from other independent techniques and strongly excluding
QA = 0. We also use these lenses as a probe of galactic dynamics, finding constraints
which are consistent with those obtained via other methods.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, we discuss the motivations for this thesis within the context of previ-
ous results. We provide a qualitative outline of the basic aspects of galaxies, gravita-
tional lensing and cosmology necessary to the study. A more sophisticated theoretical
discussion will be deferred to Chapter 2. We also briefly discuss the observations on
which the results of this thesis are based.
1.1 Motivations
This thesis uses a sample of foreground elliptical galaxies lensing background emission-
line galaxies, which have been studied by the SLACS (Sloan Lens ACS) collaboration
[24]. We will refer to this sample as the SLACS lenses. These systems are useful for
studies of galactic dynamics and there has been significant work in this direction (e.g.
[29, 21, 14]).
There are at least two other interesting ways to exploit the SLACS measurements.
In 2006, Bolton, Rappaport, and Burles used a sample of 15 of the SLACS lenses as a
constraint of possible gravitational theories, measuring the post-Newtonian parameter
y to be 0.98 ± 0.07 on kiloparsec scales [7]. (We will refer to this work throughout
the text as BRB06.) Grillo, Lombardi and Bertin recently discussed the use of these
lensing systems as a means to determine cosmological parameters [15]. In both cases,
the general approach consists of using imaging and spectroscopic data, along with
galaxy models, to predict a velocity dispersion (which is related to the parameter of
interest, whether post-Newtonian or cosmological) and then comparing this predicted
value with the measured one. This thesis will use the most current sample of 53
SLACS lenses to further constrain y/ and provide an independent determination of
the cosmological parameter A.
1.1.1 Testing Gravity
Einstein's theory of General Relativity (GR) has been an extremely successful de-
scription of gravity. It has passed all current experimental tests, most famously
Eddington's measurement of light deflection during the solar eclipse of 1919 [11], the
observation of the gravitational redshift by Pound and Rebka [23], and the predic-
tion of energy loss by gravitational waves as observed in the Hulse-Taylor pulsar [26].
Tests of gravity at ever higher precisions continue to be pursued through techniques
such as lunar laser ranging, where the Earth-Moon separation is precisely measured
as a function of time [32].
The parameterized post-Newtonian (PPN) framework [27], which will be discussed
in more detail in Section 2.1, provides a systematic, quantitative way in which to
interpret tests of gravity. The test presented in this thesis will focus on the post-
Newtonian parameter traditionally denoted by y. Measurements of the Shapiro delay
for signals sent within the solar system by the Cassini mission have constrained the
local value to be y = 1 + (2.1 + 2.3) x 10-5 [2].
These solar system tests measure y on AU scales. The bending of light in galaxy-
galaxy lensing occurs on kiloparsec scales, which are - 10' larger. Within the context
of GR, the post-Newtonian parameter y has no scale dependence. However, one could
construct an alternative theory which would predict a scale-varying value of -y. This
thesis will constrain deviations from y = 1 on kiloparsec scales.
1.1.2 Measuring Dark Energy
One of the major applications of GR has been within the study of physical cosmol-
ogy. From assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy, the evolution of the universe as
a function of time can be predicted from the knowledge of the densities of its con-
stituents. It was initially assumed that the density of the universe was dominated by
matter. The discovery that the universe is expanding at an accelerating rate using
supernovae, has forced a modification of this idea [25, 22]. It is now thought that the
universe is filled with a "dark energy", an unknown substance with negative pressure.
The density necessary to produce the observed acceleration is roughly three times
that of all matter (including dark matter). In this thesis, we will assume that the
"dark energy" is a cosmological constant, that is, its energy density remains constant
as the universe expands.
The composition of the universe determines its evolutionary history through the
FRW metric and the Friedman equations, which we will discuss in the following section
and in Section 2.4. In turn, the evolution history of the universe sets the distance-
redshift relation. Thus, the ability to constrain the density of dark energy, which
we denote by QA, comes from the fact that the conversion from redshift to distance,
which we will use in the analysis, is a function of the cosmological parameters.
1.2 Background
We quickly define, and provide a brief description of, the main objects and concepts
that will appear in this thesis.
1.2.1 Elliptical Galaxies
Elliptical galaxies are gravitationally bound collections of stars, which typically have
masses - 1011M®. They have smooth brightness profiles, unlike the more visibly
structured spiral galaxies such as our own Milky Way. An example elliptical galaxy
is shown in Figure 1-1. The velocities of stars in elliptical galaxies have a distribution
Figure 1-1: The famous giant elliptical galaxy M87.
which can be characterized by a quantity known as the "velocity dispersion". The
velocity dispersion, formally the variance of the distribution, is related to the galaxy
mass, such that more massive galaxies have higher velocity dispersions.
1.2.2 Gravitational Lensing
As mentioned previously, the observation of the bending of light by the sun was
an important test of general relativity. More generally, gravitational lensing arises
when the gravitational influence of an astronomical object significantly distorts the
image of a more distant object that happens to lie along a similar line of sight.
When, by chance alignment, one object lies directly behind another, the light from
the background object is bent such that it appears to an observer as a ring known as
an "Einstein ring".
There are two main classes of gravitational lenses in which a galaxy does the lens-
ing. One case is where the source object is a quasar, the bright, central supermassive
black hole in a galaxy. In this case, the object being lensed is effectively a point
source, and one typically observes either two or four sharp images. The other case is
a galaxy souce, in which case the lensed galaxy is large enough that its images are no
longer point-like, but rather appear as long arcs.
Figure 1-2: (Left Paneo:The first identified gravitationally lensed object Q0957+561.
This is a galaxy lensing a quasar lens. (Right Paneo):The first complete Einstein ring
observed, B1938+666. This is a galaxy lensing another galaxy.
The first gravitationally lensed object identified was Q0957+561 [30], a galaxy
lensing a quasar. It is shown in Figure 1-2. The same figure also shows B1938+666,
the first observed Einstein ring, which is a galaxy lensing a galaxy.
1.2.3 Cosmology
In 1929, Edwin Hubble discovered a relation between the recession velocity and dis-
tance of galaxies [18]. He found that the recession velocities v were a linear function
of their distance d
v = Hod (1.1)
where the constant of proportionality Ho is known today as the Hubble constant.
This observed motion, which is a result of the expansion of space, gives rise to
a change in the wavelength of light. The redshift, denoted by z, can be written in
terms of the emitted and observed wavelengths as
obs 1 (1.2)
Aem
By assuming that the universe is homogenous and isotropic, one can use gen-
eral relativity to write down a simple set of equations which govern the large-scale
dynamics of the universe. The metric for a flat universe can be written as
ds 2 = -dt 2 + a2 (t) [dr 2 + r2 (d02 + sin 2 Od 2)] (1.3)
The function a(t) is known as the "scale factor" and gives the relative size of the
universe. Then, assuming that the contents of the universe act as a perfect fluid, we
can write the Friedman equation
() 2= 8i7Gp (1.4)
which relates the evolution of the scale factor to the density of the contents of the
universe. This will be discussed in greater detail in Section 2.4.
1.3 SLACS Survey
The observational data used in this thesis were collected and reduced by members
of the SLACS collaboration [24]. The SLACS (Sloan Lens ACS) survey is a project
which uses the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) database to spectroscopically select
potential strong gravitational lens galaxies. The SDSS database is searched for spectra
which indicate the presence of two galaxies along the same line of sight via a redshifted
continuum galaxy spectrum (with absorption lines) and higher redshift emission lines.
This is illustrated in Figure 1-5.
These candidates are then followed up with high-resolution imaging using the
Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) on the Hubble Space Telescope. The SLACS
survey has provided significant information about the structure, formation and evo-
lution of early-type galaxies The full details are beyond the scope of this thesis, but
are thoroughly detailed in the literature [6, 29, 21, 14, 5, 13, 8, 28].
The Einstein radius and the effective radius of the lensing galaxy are measured via
imaging. The redshifts of the lens galaxy and the source emission-line galaxy are mea-
sured spectroscopically. The velocity dispersion is also measured spectroscopically.
Figure 1-3: Images of eight illustrative SLACS lens systems. The blue rings are the
gravitationally lensed images of the background galaxies.
The "seeing", a property of imaging distortions in the Earth's atmosphere, is also de-
termined for the spectroscopic measurements. These measurements are summarized
in Table A.1.
Figure 1-4: The left panel shows an image of J1430+4105 taken with Hubble Ad-
vanced Camera for Surveys. The right panel shows the components of the image.
(Top): Deprojected emission line galaxy [the source] (Middle): Elliptical lensing
galaxy (Bottom): The lensed image of the emission line galaxy.
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Figure 1-5: SDSS spectrum of J1430+4105. Hydrogen and sodium absorption from
the foreground galaxy is indicated by the blue dashed lines. Oxygen emission from
the background galaxy is marked by the red dashed lines.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
This chapter describes the basic theoretical results we use to model and interpret the
lensing measurements.
We discuss the parameterized post-Newtonian framework within which we cast our
test of gravity. We use that result in the weak-field limit to derive the magnitude of the
light-bending effects central to gravitational lensing. We then briefly discuss the types
of alternative theories of gravity which we can constrain. We also discuss physical
cosmology, where we use unmodified general relativity to describe the evolution of the
universe. Finally, we will discuss the Newtonian dynamics of collisionless particles,
which is central to the modeling of elliptical galaxies.
2.1 Parameterized Post-Newtonian Framework
A test of gravity can be formulated as a measurement to be compared to the specific
prediction of some particular gravitational theory, or it can be more generally thought
of as an experiment that constrains some feature of possible theories. In order for the
latter approach to be fruitful, one needs a general framework which can accommodate
many possible gravitation theories and that allows them to be directly and quanti-
tatively compared. The parameterized post-Newtonian (PPN) framework [27, 31]
provides such a structure. The PPN framework has two fundamental postulates:
i) that there is a metric g,, with signature 2 such that ds 2 = g,,dx dxZ
ii) energy-momentum is locally conserved, V,T"" = 0
A full PPN treatment has 10 parameters. However, in a theory where test bodies fol-
low geodesics and the gravitational source is spherical and non-rotating, this reduces
to two parameters contained in the metric as
dT2 = -dt2 [ +20 ( - dr2  - r2 dQ2  (2.1)
where general relativity predicts that y = P = 1. In qualitative terms, y characterizes
how much spacetime curvature mass generates. / characterizes the non-linear nature
of gravity.
2.2 Alternative Theories of Gravity
Many alternatives to GR have been proposed with a variety of physical motivations.
We will briefly consider a class of theories referred to as "scalar-tensor theories".
These theories involve the metric tensor of GR g,,, but add a scalar field A which
couples to the curvature scalar.
The action which yields the Einstein equation is the Hilbert action, which is given
by
SH = 4R R (2.2)
where g is the determinant of the metric tensor and R is the Ricci scalar. One of the
first proposed scalar-tensor theories is known as Brans-Dicke theory [9]. This theory
has the action
SBD = dXR g - g16r 9"" (,A (2.3)
where w is a coupling constant and GR is recovered in the limit w -- oc [10].
In the post-Newtonian framework, Brans-Dicke theory predicts
l+w7 + (2.4)
2+w
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where w is the coupling constant of the scalar field. The GR value y = 1 is clearly
recovered in the limit w --, o. The current solar system constraints on 'y limit
w > 40000.
Now, suppose the scalar field couples to dark matter. Then, the value of 'y might
depend on the local dark matter density, so y would vary if measured at different
locations within the dark matter halo. While there are no strong competitors to GR
which predict a such a scale-varying value of 'y, it is nonetheless interesting to measure
'y on a variety of scales.
2.3 Gravitational Lensing
Gravitational lensing refers to the deflection of light predicted by these theories.
Photons follow null geodesics, paths on which d- = 0. We are considering light
bending by elliptical galaxies with masses M - 1011M® at impact parameters of
r c 5 kpc. This means that M/r _ 10- 7 , so we are in a weak gravitational field and
will be able to ignore terms second order in M/r. Thus, in the weak-field, Eq. 2.1
becomes
dr 2 = dt2 1 2M - dr2 ( - r 2 dQ2  (2.5)
r r
where -y is now the remaining post-Newtonian parameter of interest. We will use
gravitational lensing to constrain this parameter.
The equation which governs the deflection of light is then
0 = 0- l+ '0(0) (2.6)2
where 0, is the angular location of the source, 0 is the angular location of the image,
and ? is the scaled, projected Newtonian potential, defined as
(0) = DLDs2 J+00 dz (DLO, z) . (2.7)
This is referred to as the lens equation. Here, Ds is the distance to the source, DL is
65 M
* :s A ::::0 *:::: 0 0 0
DL DL
Ds
Figure 2-1: A schematic picture of lensing. 0 indicates the observer, L, the gravita-
tional lens, and S the source. The dotted lines indicate photon trajectories.
the distance to the lens and DLS is the distance between the lens and the source.
For a point mass, if 90 = 0, the system has cylindrical symmetry and thus the
solution is 101 = 0 E, where this is the definition of OE, the Einstein radius. The
Einstein radius provides the characteristic angle (or length) in gravitational lensing.
Figure 2-1 shows a schematic diagram of the production of an Einstein ring.
The angular size of the Einstein radius corresponding to a point mass M is given
by
1 + 7 (4GM DLS ) 1/ 22 C2 DsDL (2.8)
However, we are not dealing with point masses, but rather with galaxies, extended
objects made up of billions of stars.
Suppose one has mass distribution p(R, z) which is cylindrically symmetric around
the z-axis (which is also the line-of-sight). Then one can define a surface density
E(R) = p(R,z) dz . (2.9)
We assume that the region in which the mass is contained is much smaller than the
distance between the source and the lens, as well as between the lens and the observer.
This is physically realistic, as the distances between the lensing galaxies are > 104
galaxy diameters, and it allows us to treat the lens as a mass sheet orthogonal to the
line-of-sight.
Let us define a characteristic surface density
c2  Ds
4o =C4rG DLDLS (2.10)
and then define ui, called the convergence, as
K(R) = (R)
E0 (2.11)
This definition and Poisson's equation allow us to write the lensing potential, Eq. 2.7,
in the simple form
r,(R') In IR - R'|2 d2R' (2.12)
Expanding this integral we have
1 (o
O(R)i =27r Jo do In (R2 + R'2 - 2RR' cos ¢)
and performing the angular integration, we are left with
(R dR' i(R') R'ln(R2) + R.
Taking the gradient of this expression gives
VO(R) = K(R)Rln(R2) + 2 dR' R'(R') - [K(R) Rln(R 2)]
which simplifies to
1 RV (R)= I dR' 2-RE(R) 4G DLDLS
c2R Ds
where M(R) is the mass contained within an infinite cylinder of radius R.
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)
1O(R) =
27
27r
dR' K(R') R' f
dR' n(R') R'ln(R/2)
Now using the lens equation and the definition of the Einstein radius,
1 + 4G DLDLS
RE = 2 C2 RE D ME . (2.17)
2 C2RE Ds
Note that by definition RE = DLOE and ME is defined as the mass enclosed within
the Einstein radius, M(RE). Rearranging
GME 2 c2 Ds (2.18)
RE 1+' 4 DLS
we find a form that will later prove useful. Despite having a infinite, continuous mass
distribution, only the mass interior to the Einstein radius has a net effect on the
deflection of the light.
The distances contained in this model are angular diameter distances, that is,
they are cosmological distance measurements defined such that we retain the standard
Euclidean relation that the size of an object is the angle it subtends multiplied by its
distance. We will discuss this in the next section.
2.4 Cosmological Modeling
Throughout this thesis, we assume a Friedman-Robertson-Walker cosmology, based
on GR and the assumptions of isotropy and homogeneity. The general Robertson-
Walker metric is
ds 2  -dt 2 + a2 (t) dr 2 + r 2 (d 2 + sin 2 0 d02) (2.19)
and the corresponding Friedman equations are
(.)2 - 8 a2 (2.20)a3 
2
li 4rG
a =- (p + 3P) (2.21)
a 3
where K < 0 implies an open universe, K > 0 is a closed universe and K = 0 is a flat
universe.
The Hubble constant is denoted Ho and is equal to the value of ia/a at the present
epoch. Choosing a = 1 at the current epoch, the redshift z and the scale factor are
related by the Lemaitre relation 1 + z = 1/a.
We adopt the standard dimensionless density parameters
m = (2.22)
Ac 2
A = 3H2 (2.23)
k = H~ (2.24)
which means that Eq. 2.20 evaluated at the current epoch gives the relation
Qm + A + k = 1 (2.25)
In these equations pm is the matter density and A is the energy density of the vacuum.
A is the cosmological constant which we invoke as "dark energy".
There are several different distance measures in cosmology. We can define a char-
acteristic distance, called the Hubble distance, as DH = c/Ho. Hogg [17] provides an
excellent review which informs much of the following discussion. The radial comoving
distance, which is the distance that remains constant for objects which move with
the Hubble flow, is defined as
S= DH dz' (2.26)
Do DHm(1+ z') + + + 2  QA
The angular diameter distance is defined as the ratio of physical size to apparent
size. In terms of the comoving distance it is
1 DC if Qk =0
DA = (2.27)
1 + z DH sinh ( Dc if Ok /0
1.0
0.8 2 = 0.7
............ QA = 0.9
0.6
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Figure 2-2: Angular diameter distance as a function of redshift for a variety of flat
universes with varying values of QA.
Figure 2-2 shows the relation between angular diameter distance and redshift for
several different cosmological compositions.
We will mainly consider a flat cosmology, where Qk = 0 and thus OQm + QA = 1.
This means there is only one free cosmological parameter, appearing in the distance-
redshift relation. This restriction on the dimension of the parameter space allows us to
draw a more interesting constraint. The assumption of flatness is not an unreasonable
one. Currently, independent measurements show 1 - Qm - QAJ < 0.02 [19], and the
theoretical prediction of inflation is that Q = 1 [16].
In this flat case, the relation between the angular diameter distance between two
objects(DA12 ) and their comoving distances Dc is
1
DA12 = (Dc2 - Dc1) (2.28)
1 + z2
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where z is the redshift. Then, the ratio of angular diameter distances DLs/Ds which
appears in our expression for the Einstein radius is simply
DLS DCLD = 1 - (2.29)
Ds Dcs
Since, this is a ratio of two comoving distances, there is no dependence on the Hub-
ble constant. Thus, this depends only on the source and lens redshifts, which are
measured, and the choice of Qm and 2QA
When we refer to a standard cosmology in this work, we will mean
Ho = 72 km/s/Mpc (2.30)
Qm = 0.3 (2.31)
QA = 0.7 (2.32)
These are the values we use when determining the value of y.
2.5 Galactic Dynamics
The stars that make up a galaxy rarely undergo close encounters and thus there
are few strong star-star interactions. This implies that the stellar population of a
galaxy can be treated as a collisionless fluid and the analogs of the equations of fluid
mechanics (Jeans equation) can be used to understand its dynamics [3].
At a given instant, the galaxy is described by a phase-space distribution function
f(, V). There is also a time independent potential (() due to the gravitational field
of the stars. Then, combining a continuity equation with the Newtonian equation of
motion i36 = -aOb(Y)/Oxj, we have the collisionless Boltzmann equation (CBE)
Of Of
+  
-Vf - V -- = 0 (2.33)
The phase-space density represented by f would prove to be too complicated to be
useful. The key simplification is to take the moments of the CBE with respect to
velocity.
Let us first consider the moments of the phase space density. By definition, the
number density n(z) is the zeroth moment of the phase-space density.
n(J) f (, V)d3V . (2.34)
The first moments are the mean velocities
(v~)(-) = vif(-, 6)d3& . (2.35)
The second moments are more complicated and
(vi v() = n( vivif(, 6)d . (2.36)
We can now define the velocity dispersion tensor, which will prove to be the key
measurable quantity from our observations, in terms of these moments.
2j = (ivj) - (vi)(v ) (2.37)
These definitions allow us to take the moments of the CBE. However, since we
are considering spherical systems, we will change to spherical coordinates. The ma-
nipulations required to move from Eq. 2.33 to the spherical coordinate moments of
the CBE are tedious, but straightforward. We will simply quote the result under the
following two assumptions
i) The lensing galaxies are in steady-state hydrodynamic equilibrium. This implies
that 0/t = 0 and (vr) = 0.
ii) The system is spherically symmetric. This implies that there are only two
independent components of the velocity dispersion tensor r and a = 2 .
For simplicity, from now on we will use the notation cr2  a a, referring to this
component as "radial" and at2  0, calling this component "tangential".
The moment of the radial component of the CBE, which is known as the spherical
Jeans equation, is then
10 (u 2 2 _ 2)(n) + 2 (r t (2.38)
n Or r r (2.38)
We define 3 to be an anisotropy parameter
P(r) = 1 - t2/2 (2.39)
quantifying the average nature of the orbits (whether radial or tangential).
If 3 = 0, we can use Poisson's equation to rewrite the spherical Jeans equation as
1 d [r2 d(n)] = -4xGn(m.) (2.40)
r 2 dr n dr
where (m,) is the average mass of a star. A solution to this equation is n oc r - 2
which is known as a singular isothermal sphere because it is singular at r = 0 and
has a velocity dispersion which is constant over all r. In a case with non-zero /3 we
can write a useful form as
M (r) a2 [dlnn dlna + (2.41)
r G dlnr dlnr
We now have the background necessary to begin modeling and analyzing the data.
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Chapter 3
Modeling and Analysis
In this chapter, we construct galaxy models such that we are able to predict the
observed velocity dispersion from the other measured quantities. We will develop two
approaches. One, which we refer to as the Koopmans approach, is the same as used
by Bolton et al. (2006) [7] and discussed by Koopmans in 2006 [20]. The other, which
we will refer to as the deVaucouleurs approach, uses a different luminosity profile and
takes into account effects such as atmospheric seeing. After developing the models,
we then discuss the methods which we used to analyze the results.
3.1 Koopmans Approach
One of the simplest models one can write down for an elliptical galaxy is a scale-free
model based on power-law density profiles for the mass density (p) and luminosity
density v.
p(r) = P0o (3.1)
v(r) = Vo ) (3.2)
In general, the velocity dispersion is not isotropic. The deviation can be characterized
through the anisotropy parameter 0, as defined in Eq. 2.39. For the purpose of the
current analysis it will suffice to assume that 3 is independent of r.
0r4
Line-of-Sight Side View
Figure 3-1: The schematic geometry of the galaxy. We use cylindrical coordinates.
R denotes the radius in the plane perpendicular to the line-of-sight. r denotes the
spherical radius, related to R by r2 = R2 + z 2
Briefly, we discuss the notation. We define r to be the spherical radius and R to
be the cylindrical radius. The line-of-sight is defined to be the z-axis. So by definition
r 2 = R 2 + z 2 . This is illustrated in Figure 3-1.
In this model, the mass within the Einstein (cylindrical) radius is
E o j REd
ME = dz
ooo
dR 2R p( /z2+R 2) (3.3)
Evaluating this integral we find
ME 73/2
RE Po 3/2 r
2
3 a (3.4)(-)
-
This ratio of gamma functions will appear quite often, so let us define
A(a) = ( -)/() (3.5)
A simple geometric argument shows that the line-of-sight velocity dispersion is
I
I
N
I
R / I
R2- eE
related to the radial velocity dispersion and the anisotropy parameter by
2 ( R2
Using the spherical Jeans equation in the form Eq. 2.40 we see
2 = por 2G r 2-a
er1 3-a a-1
which, eliminating port via Eq. 3.4, gives
a2(r) =1 GME
RE (a - I) A a)
We assume that the mass density p is dominated by the dark matter, but the velocity
dispersion which is measured is that of the luminous tracers (i.e., the stars).
velocity dispersions of these two components are related by
2 (2(a - 1) 2
* ''
The
(3.9)
where we have defined ( = a + 6 - 2 for convenience.
The observed velocity dispersion is the luminosity weighted integral along the
line-of-sight,
2 j dz v(r)a,*(r)
, f dz v(r)
The actual observations measure
2
(3.10)
fo dR w(R) f' dz v(r)U (r)
fOOO dR w(R) f ' dz v(r) (3.11)
where w(R) is some weighting function. For now, we will assume w(R) is a top-hat
such that
if r < RA
if r > RA
(3.12)
The physical meaning of RA is the radius of the aperture of a SDSS spectroscopic
(3.6)
(3.7)
RE2-a
(E (3.8)T2
w(R) =
0
fiber. In Section 3.3 we will develop a more realistic function for w(R).
Evaluating these integrals gives the result
, 2 [ GME] [ - ] [A() - A( + 2) RA 2-a (313)
*) - RE ( - 3)( - 20) A (a) A (6) RE
Finally, substituting Eq. 2.18 and rearranging, we find
1+ = OE
S a 2, Ds E ( - 3)( - 20) A (a) A (5)
(3.14)
where on the right hand side, the term in square brackets has been measured and the
term in braces depends on our galaxy model.
3.2 deVaucouleurs Approach
While the power law prescription for the density profiles is simple, it does not utilize
all of the information contained in the observations. Because the elliptical galaxies
have been imaged, some information about their projected 2D luminosity profiles
exists. Empirically, the surface brightness of elliptical galaxies has been found to
follow a deVaucouleurs' law profile. This is defined as
I(R) = Ieexp {-kl/ 4[(RRe)1/ 4 - 1]} (3.15)
where Re is the isophote interior to which 50% of the luminosity lies and Ie is the
surface brightness at this radius. The numerical constant kl/ 4 % 7.67 is set by the
definitions of Re and Je.
A 3D luminosity profile is needed to proceed in constructing our models. The 2D
and 3D profiles are related by means of an inverse Abel transform [3].
1(r) = 1dR (3.16)
Jr dR J/R 2 - r 2
For the deVaucouleurs profile this integral does not have an analytic form, so following
Bolton [4], we make the following analytic approximation:
v(r) = I exp
Re
3
- 1] + E cm[ln(r/Re)
m=O
m} (3.17)
We use best fit values for the coefficients in 3.17 taken from [4]
co = -0.70021079
= -0.85007013
c2 = -2.3120817 x 10-
C3 = 7.8293738 x 10-5
The slope of the luminosity profile is now variable, so instead of a constant power law
slope we define 6(r) to be the local logarithmic slope of the luminosity density.
(3.18)6(r) - dln v _ k44 (/Re)1/4 - m cm[ln(r/Re)]m - 1dlnr 4
m=l
We retain the same power law mass model, so Eq. 3.8 remains correct, but now the
integrals contained in Eq. 3.11 are no longer analytic. Since 6 has become 6(r), let
us define ((r) = 6(r) + a - 2. Then the relation in Eq. 3.9 is now
2.r =(2(a - 1) 2(r )
( (r) - 20)
(3.19)
and combining this with Eq. 3.8 and Eq. 2.18 we can write
1
2 (r) = JxA(a) +DS DS OE F(r, R; a, ;RE, Re)1 + 7 DLS
(3.20)
where we have defined
F(r, R; a, 0; RE, Re)
= ((r)- 2 ~)(1
The semicolons serve to separate the three different variables types which enter: co-
2-a
RE
(3.21)R 2
- r2 )
-kl/4[(7/Re) 
1 / 4
ordinate variables (r, z), galaxy model parameters (a, /) and observed radii (RE, Re).
After choosing w(R), which we will discuss in the next section, we must numeri-
cally evaluate the integral expression in Eq. 3.11, in order to calculate the observed
velocity dispersion predicted by the model. Given the above definitions this becomes
21 F c2  Ds o] 00 dR w(R) f- dz v(r) F(r, R; a, /; RE, Re)
(3.22)
3.3 Observational Modeling
The velocity dispersions are measured via spectra taken as part of the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS). The radius of a SDSS fiber is 1.5 arcseconds. Atmospheric blur-
ring adds an additional complication. The 20th, 50th and 80th percentile atmospheric
seeings for the SDSS observations of each system are shown in Table A.1.
The precise weighting function w(R) should then be the convolution of the seeing
s(R) = exp (-2 ) (3.23)
and the fiber aperture
a(R) = H(RA - R) (3.24)
where H is the Heaviside step function. Then w(R) = a(R) * H(R) which has the
form
w(R) = exp(-R 2/2rA) RA dr exp (-2/2) I R (3.25)
where 10 is a modified Bessel function of the first kind. For seeing where RA/a < 1.5,
the convolution of the Gaussian and the top-hat will remain approximately Gaussian,
where
aef f A 1 + X 2 /4 + X 4 /40 (3.26)
1.2
1.0 A = 1.U
X = 1.5
0.8-
0.6 -
0.4-
0.2-
0.0
0 1 2 3 4
R/o
Figure 3-2: Gaussian approximation to convolution. The solid curves are the exact
answers given by numerical evaluation of Eq. 3.25. The filled circles are the points
given by the Gaussian approximation.
and X = RA/aA. This is shown in Figure 3-2. Thus, we must evaluate Eq. 3.11 with
w(R) exp(-R 2 /22gff) . (3.27)
3.4 Computations
The computations to perform the analytic Koopmans analysis are relatively straight-
forward. However, in order to carry out the deVaucouleurs analysis, it is necessary
to evaluate Eq. 3.11 over for a large number of points (_ 104) in the a-f3 parameter
space. In order to be able to perform such a large number of integrals for each of
53 systems, we wrote a custom Fortran90 code, capable of running on a 100+ node
distributed computing cluster. The integration code was checked against the same
integrals performed in Mathematica. The results were then analyzed locally using
scripts written in the IDL language.
3.5 Analysis
The two characteristic radii RE (Einstein radius) and Re (effective radius) and the
source and lens redshifts are well-measured such that the effects of the uncertainties
in these values are negligible in comparison to the effects of the uncertainties on the
velocity dispersion and the intrinsic variation of the galaxy parameters a and 0. We
take the measurement of OSDS, the velocity dispersion measured by the SDSS fiber
in the presence of atmospheric seeing, to have a Gaussian error ESDSS such that
P(USDSS l)= 1 exp [- -SDSS ) 2  (3.28)2 WSDSS 2 5E2
where we are now using a to represent 211 calculated from Eq. 3.11 or Eq. 3.22
for a particular galaxy model.
We are interested in calculating the probability of our observations having yielded
a certain value given a particular value of 7. This quantity can be written as
P(USDSS7Y) = jd P(USDSSj )P(Y7) (3.29)
where the integral over du maps to integrals over the galaxy parameters.
In order to construct, P(al-y) we must have some knowledge of the distributions
of the galaxy model parameters implicitly contained in Eq. 3.11 or Eq. 3.22. Distri-
butions of these parameters are drawn from studies of local populations of ellipticals.
(We will discuss the prior distributions which we assume in Chapter 4). Then for the
Koopmans approach
P(aly7) oc a(a, 0, 6, 7)p(a)p(0)p((6) , (3.30)
while for the deVaucouleurs approach
P(a Iy) oc a(a, /3, y)p(a)p(0) . (3.31)
Assuming that y, the post-Newtonian parameter, is the same in each system and
that the measurement from each system is independent, we can then construct a total
likelihood distribution by taking the product
L(y) = J Pi('SDSs' ) (3.32)
where P is the probability calculated using the expression in 3.29.
Similarly, fixing y = 1, one can consider the probability P(USDSSIQA), where the
expressions above remain correct with y --+ QA, i.e.
L(QA)= f Pi(USDSSIQA) (3.33)
i
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Chapter 4
Results
In this chapter we present the result of the analysis from both the Koopmans method
and the deVaucouleurs method, placing constraints on y and QA. Assuming GR and
known cosmological values, we also discuss the ability to place constraints on the
dynamics of elliptical galaxies. We conclude with a brief discussion of future work.
4.1 Constraints on y
In the Koopmans analysis we assume the following prior Gaussian distributions on
the galaxy parameters
a = 1.93 ± 0.08 (matter density profile)
p = 0.18 ± 0.13 (anisotropy parameter) (4.1)
6 = 2.3 ± 0.1 (luminosity density profile)
where our notation indicates mean ± standard deviation. This is slightly different
than the approach used by BRBO6. The prior distributions used for a and 3 are the
same, but BRBO6 used a different value of 6 for each system, obtained from a fit to
the observed profile [7]. In the Koopmans approach, we use a top-hat weighting for
the seeing (Eq. 3.12), thus only considering the finite diameter of the spectroscopic
fiber and not taking atmospheric blurring into account.
The resulting likelihood distribution, constructed as discussed in Section 3.5, is
y = 0.96 + 0.05
4
.2
0 1 2 3 4
Figure 4-1: The constraint on -y determined using the Koopmans method. The grey
curves represent the likelihood distribution of y from each system. The black curve
is the total likelihood, the product of the grey curves. (Note that in this plot, so the
that they grey curves are more apparent, the total likelihood is scaled by a factor of
one-half.) A Gaussian fit to the total likelihood gives y = 0.96 ± 0.05.
shown in Figure 4-1. The individual lens system likelihoods are shown in grey and
the total likelihood indicated by the thick, black curve. A fit to a Gaussian gives
most likely value as -y = 0.96 ± 0.05.
In the deVaucouleurs approach, we no longer have a free parameter corresponding
to the luminosity profile, so the prior distributions we consider are
a = 1.93 + 0.08
(4.2)
/3 = 0.18 0.13
These are the same priors as assumed in BRBO6 [7]. In this analysis, we do take the
effects of seeing into account and use the full prescription discussed in Section 3.3.
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Figure 4-2: The constraint on y determined using the deVaucouleurs method. The
grey curves represent the likelihood distribution of y from each system. The black
curve is the total likelihood, the product of the grey curves. (Note that in this plot,
so the that they grey curves are more apparent, the total likelihood is scaled by a
factor of one-half.) A Gaussian fit to the total likelihood gives -= 1.00 ± 0.04.
The resulting likelihood distribution is shown in Figure 4-2 in the same format as
before. A fit to a Gaussian gives the maximal likelihood at y = 1.00 ± 0.04.
The results of both analyses are consistent with y = 1 and general relativity.
Compared to the previous BRB06 result, 7y = 0.98 ± 0.07, the errors are reduced by a
factor of - 2 as a result of the increase in the number of lensing systems considered
(15 vs. 53). It is likely that systematic errors will soon begin to dominate, preventing
a large decrease in the errors simply by increasing the number of known gravitational
lens systems.
5 I I 'I 1
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Figure 4-3: The constraint on QA determined using the Koopmans method. The grey
curves represent the likelihood distribution of A from each system. The black curve
is the total likelihood, the product of the grey curves. Note that ~A = 0 is strongly
excluded.
4.2 Constraints on Q
We now put -y = 1 and look to constrain hA. Following the Koopmans approach, we
use the same priors as before (Eq. 4.1). The resulting likelihood distribution is shown
in Figure 4-3. The peak likelihood occurs at QA = 0.95 and the distribution has a
Gaussian width of 0.17. QA = 0 is clearly excluded.
We now use the deVaucouleurs approach, retaining the priors given in Eq. 4.2.
The resulting likelihood distribution is shown in Figure 4-4. The peak likelihood
occurs at QA = 0.72 and the distribution has a Gaussian width of 0.15.
Figure 4-5 shows this constraint in relation to other constraints on the cosmologi-
cal parameters Qm and QA. It is consistent with the results from the cosmic microwave
. 2.0-
To 1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0 I --
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Figure 4-4: The constraint on OA determined using the deVaucouleurs method. The
grey curves represent the likelihood distribution of QA from each system. The black
curve is the total likelihood, the product of the grey curves. A Gaussian fit to the
total likelihood gives QA = 0.72 ± 0.15.
background, galaxy clusters and supernovae. The recent WMAP5 data, in combina-
tion with supernovae and baryon acoustic oscillations, indicates QA = 0.726 ± 0.015
and also is consistent with our assumption of a flat universe, giving the constraint
-0.0179 < 2k < 0.0081 [19].
Although our result has an uncertainty which is an order of magnitude larger,
we still exclude QA = 0. Each method of determining QA has certain assumptions.
The constraints from supernovae make assumptions about the light curves of Type Ia
SNe. The microwave background measurement makes assumptions about the early
evolution of the universe. In our measurement, the main assumptions are about the
internal dynamics of galaxies. Measuring dark energy with a variety of techniques,
each with different fundamental assumptions, provides a strong check against possible
unknown systematics.
4.3 Galaxy Parameters
A third way to interpret the observations is to assume y and QA and to see which
values of the lensing elliptical galaxy parameters a and 3 are allowed. This is the
statement
Pp = P (USDSS (a, )) (4.3)
with a calculated via the deVaucouleurs approach. For an illustrative individual
system, Pp is shown in Figure 4-6. One can see the expected degeneracy between
a and /3. The region of parameter space in which we chose our priors is clearly
allowable, as are regions with negative 0 and mass slopes steeper than isothermal
(a = 2). Other observations are needed in order to break this degeneracy.
The a - 0 degeneracy, along with the fact that this is an intrinsic scatter in the
distribution of a and 3, makes it difficult to combine the individual system con-
straints into a global one. We can however make two approximations which can give
qualitative insight into the total likelihood distribution.
Assuming that there was no intrinsic scatter, and that a and 3 were independent,
we could put £ = j P,3. As it is, calculating this distribution and then choosing a
1.4
1.2 This
Work / Tonry et al.
1.0 / 2003
S1 / Riess et al.0.8
'A 2004
0.6-
0.4 -
0.2-
0.2 0.6 1.0
m
Figure 4-5: A compilation of the constraints on the cosmological parameters QA and
Qm from supernovae, the cosmic microwave background (WMAP) and galaxy clusters.
The constraint of QA = 0.72 ± 0.15 from this thesis is shown in orange. It lies along
the "flat universe" line as flatness was assumed in the analysis. Adapted from [12].
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a- 0.0
-0.2
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Figure 4-6: An illustrative example of the constraints on galaxy parameters from a
single system, in this case J1430+4105. The white contour is where a = USDSS. The
dashed white contour and solid black contour indicate values 1-sigma and 2-sigma
away from USDSS respectively. The patterns in the upper left are numerical artifacts.
fixed a gives one a likelihood distribution of 3, from which one can select the most
likely value. One can also do the opposite, fixing a. However, the product peaks
sharply enough that these give essentially the same (a, 3) pair. This process gives a
curve in (a, /) space of galaxy parameters consistent with observations. The result of
this process is shown in Figure 4-7. We see that this is consistent with the (a) = 1.93,
(p) = 0.18 measurements which we used as priors.
In order to get a feel for the average width of the distribution, we can take L =
SPo. This sum, shown in Figure 4-8, appears similar to the individual system
constraint shown in Figure 4-6, indicating the similarity of the constraints given by
each system.
4.4 Discussion
Using gravitational lensing galaxies, we have measured -y = 1.00 ± 0.04 confirming
the prediction of general relativity on kiloparsec scales. We have also determined
QA = 0.72 + 0.15, finding via an independent technique evidence for a non-zero
cosmological constant. Finally, we note that the information we have inferred about
galactic dynamics is consistent with other studies.
Future work can move in two main directions. Observationally, detailed dynamical
studies of the lens galaxies can yield stronger priors on a and P. Such a study of
the two-dimensional kinematics of six SLACS lenses has recently been completed [1].
Better priors on a and p may lead to reduced uncertainties in the determination of
'y. A straightforward extension to the analysis of QA is to consider the possibility of
non-flat cosmologies and to quantify how small the uncertainties would have to be
before one could draw an interesting constraint in the full (Qm, QA) parameter space.
0.4
.Imu.
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1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4
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Figure 4-7: This is the product of all 53 P,. The blue curve indicates mean values
of a and / which are compatible with the observations. The finite width indicates
the general uncertainty in the determination, but is not quantitative. The dots in the
upper left are numerical artifacts.
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Figure 4-8: This is the sum of all 53 P. The contours provide a qualitative, but not
quantitative, feel for the distribution. The white + marks the mean values of a and
/3 as determined from other observations. The dots in the upper left are numerical
artifacts.
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Appendix A
SLACS Lenses
ID
J0029-0055
J0037-0942
J0044+0113
J0109+1500
J0216-0813
J0252+0039
J0330-0020
J0405-0455
J0728+3835
J0737+3216
J0822+2652
J0912+0029
J0935-0003
J0936+0913
J0946+1006
J0956+5100
J0959+4416
zfg
0.2270
0.1955
0.1196
0.2939
0.3317
0.2803
0.3507
0.0753
0.2058
0.3223
0.2414
0.1642
0.3475
0.1897
0.2219
0.2405
0.2369
Zbg
0.9313
0.6322
0.1965
0.5248
0.5235
0.9818
1.0709
0.8098
0.6877
0.5812
0.5941
0.3239
0.4670
0.5880
0.6085
0.4699
0.5315
RE
0.96
1.53
0.79
0.69
1.16
1.04
1.10
0.80
1.25
1.00
1.17
1.63
0.87
1.09
1.38
1.33
0.96
Re Usdss gerr Us,20 's,50 's,80
2.16
2.19
2.61
1.38
2.67
1.39
1.20
1.36
1.78
2.82
1.82
3.87
4.24
2.11
2.35
2.19
1.98
229
279
266
251
333
164
212
160
214
338
259
326
396
243
263
334
244
0.73
0.68
0.64
0.67
0.66
0.85
0.61
0.80
0.47
0.93
0.75
1.13
0.98
0.55
0.48
0.65
0.62
0.78
0.73
0.72
0.72
0.69
0.91
0.68
0.85
0.52
0.99
0.82
1.19
1.05
0.61
0.53
0.70
0.68
0.85
0.81
0.84
0.77
0.74
1.00
0.77
0.91
0.62
1.06
0.91
1.24
1.14
0.70
0.68
0.76
0.74
Table A.1: The 53 SLACS lenses used in
the redshift of the lensing elliptical galaxy.
line galaxy. RE is the Einstein radius in
arcseconds. aSDSS is the velocity dispersion
and Uerr is the associated error. a,, is the
this study. ID identifies the lens. zfg is
Zbg is the redshift of the source emission-
arcseconds. Re is the effective radius in
in km/s obtained from the SDSS pipeline
n-th percentile seeing in arcseconds. For
more detailed data, such as the SDSS Plate-MJD-Fiber numbers, see [5].
--
R
J0959+0410 0.1260 0.5350 0.99 1.39
J1016+3859 0.1679 0.4394 1.09 1.46
J1020+1122 0.2822 0.5530 1.20 1.59
J1023+4230 0.1912 0.6960 1.41 1.77
J1029+0420 0.1045 0.6154 1.01 1.56
J1106+5228 0.0955 0.4069 1.23 1.68
J1112+0826 0.2730 0.6295 1.49 1.50
J1134+6027 0.1528 0.4742 1.10 2.02
J1142+1001 0.2218 0.5039 0.98 1.91
J1143-0144 0.1060 0.4019 1.68 4.80
J1153+4612 0.1797 0.8751 1.05 1.16
J1204+0358 0.1644 0.6307 1.31 1.47
J1205+4910 0.2150 0.4808 1.22 2.59
J1213+6708 0.1229 0.6402 1.42 3.23
J1218+0830 0.1350 0.7172 1.45 3.18
J1250+0523 0.2318 0.7953 1.13 1.81
J1402+6321 0.2046 0.4814 1.35 2.70
J1403+0006 0.1888 0.4730 0.83 1.46
J1416+5136 0.2987 0.8111 1.37 1.43
J1420+6019 0.0629 0.5351 1.04 2.06
J1430+4105 0.2850 0.5753 1.52 2.55
J1436+0000 0.2852 0.8049 1.12 2.24
J1443+0304 0.1338 0.4187 0.81 0.94
J1451-0239 0.1254 0.5203 1.04 2.48
J1525+3327 0.3583 0.7173 1.31 2.90
J1531-0105 0.1596 0.7439 1.71 2.50
J1538+5817 0.1428 0.5312 1.00 1.58
J1621+3931 0.2449 0.6021 1.29 2.14
J1627-0053 0.2076 0.5241 1.23 1.98
J1630+4520 0.2479 0.7933 1.78 1.96
J1636+4707 0.2282 0.6745 1.09 1.68
J2238-0754 0.1371 0.7126 1.27 2.33
J2300+0022 0.2285 0.4635 1.24 1.83
J2303+1422 0.1553 0.5170 1.62 3.28
J2321-0939 0.0819 0.5324 1.60 4.11
J2341+0000 0.1860 0.8070 1.44 3.15
197
247
282
242
210
262
320
239
221
269
226
267
281
292
219
252
267
213
240
205
322
224
209
223
264
279
189
236
290
276
231
198
279
255
249
207
0.71
0.86
0.50
0.66
0.86
0.70
1.07
0.87
0.74
0.72
0.63
0.56
0.90
0.92
0.76
0.81
0.92
0.68
0.83
0.77
0.58
0.73
1.14
0.93
0.57
0.74
1.08
0.65
0.76
0.62
0.53
0.62
0.74
0.59
0.62
0.54
0.77 0.84
0.95 1.07
0.54 0.62
0.79 0.93
0.91 0.98
0.82 0.99
1.28 1.56
0.94 1.01
0.82 0.92
0.80 0.88
0.68 0.77
0.60 0.64
0.96 1.09
0.97 1.04
0.83 0.91
0.89 1.02
1.01 1.09
0.73 0.78
0.93 1.05
0.88 0.97
0.67 0.76
0.82 0.88
1.24 1.31
1.00 1.11
0.62 0.69
0.79 0.84
1.15 1.25
0.77 0.93
0.79 0.82
0.65 0.72
0.57 0.61
0.66 0.71
0.82 0.94
0.63 0.68
0.67 0.73
0.60 0.66
Zfg Zbg RE Re Osdss 6 err Os,20 0s,50 rs80
Figure A-1: A montage of 60 of the SLACS lenses. The Hubble ACS image is shown on
the left of each sub-panel and computer generated model is shown in the corresponding
right subpanel. This figure continues on the next 3 pages. Courtesy A. Bolton and
SLACS [24]
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